Spatiotemporal gait characteristics of Huntington's disease during dual-task walking.
Purpose: Huntington's disease (HD) is an neurodegenerative genetic disorder with characteristic gait changes. HD also results in a range of cognitive impairments, such as difficulties to divide attention, or simultaneously monitoring two tasks. Aim: The impact of cognitive and/or motor tasks on HD gait has not been fully elucidated. The aim was to examine gait in HD patients while performing motor and/or cognitive dual-task walking. Methods: Gait was measured with and without performing concurrent cognitive and/or motor tasks. Sixteen HD patients and 24 healthy control (HC) subjects performed a self-paced basic walking task, a dual motor, a dual mental and a combined motor and mental task while walking. Results: Base walk gait parameters are significantly different between HD and HC groups. Same is true for motor, mental and combined tasks comparisons of HD and HC subjects. Gait velocity is also significantly reduced in HD compared to HC for all experimental conditions. Comparison of base walk and mental task performance showing differences in cycle time, stride length, double support time and CV of stride length, while base walk to motor task comparison is different only in stride length. No differences were found when motor and combined tasks were compared to mental task in HD patients. Conclusion: Gait pattern in HD patients while performing motor and/or cognitive dual tasks walking is remarkably preserved. Gait parameters are changed in order to reduce possible falls, and lack of differences of dual tasks gait parameters variability is attributed that patients minimizing risk of falling and preserving stability.